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ABSTRACT
Intelligent transportation system (ITS) consists of moving networks, where the network mobility
(NEMO) basic support is adopted as a mobility management protocol for moving networks.
Even though NEMO basic support (NBS) provides a basic mobility support for ITS systems, the
mobile routers (MR) need to participate in the mobility signaling. In the literature, network
based mobility management such as Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6) based solutions are explored
for mobility management. However, the signaling overhead incurred due to this approach is still
need to be optimized. In this paper, we introduce a bulk binding update solution for the
registration of MR with local mobility anchor (LMA) in moving networks. The bulk binding
update procedure uses a group identifier for group of MRs during the periodic binding update
process which reduces the signaling overhead compared with the basic PMIPv6 based
approach. The numerical results demonstrate that the proposed approach gives a better
performance in terms of signaling overhead and handover latency than NBS, and simple
PIMPv6 based solutions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) is standardizing various mobility management protocols,
such as MIP, MIPv4, MIPv6, FMIPv6, HMIPv6, and PMIPv6. To utilize the advantages of IPv6
over IPv4 protocol, a lot of effort is directed towards improving the performance of IPv6 based
protocols. One such popular MIP protocol is MIPv6 [1], which greatly reduces the handover
latency compared to the MIPv4 protocol. On the other hand, NEMO basic support (NBS) [2] is
adopted for mobility support in intelligent transportation systems. NBS is also a host based
mobility management protocol like MIPv6. NBS is an extension of MIPv6 and allows session
continuity for every node in the mobile network as the network moves. Moving network is a
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network with an internet point of attachment using MR. The MR runs with NEMO basic support
protocol with Home Agent. The NBS is designed such that network mobility is transparent to the
nodes inside the mobile network. So, European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI)
also defines the NBS based architecture support for GeoNetworking for ITS systems [3-5]. Even
though it reduces the handover latency, still the delay introduced by this protocol is not
acceptable to the real-time applications like VoIP. As a result, the research is directed towards the
faster protocols like FMIPv6 [6]. During the last decade, the research efforts are directed towards
the design and development of various faster versions of MIPv6 protocols; primarily attempting
enhancement of the existing protocols.
In last decade IETF is also standardized hierarchical mobility management protocol (HMIPv6)
[7], where the research is going towards study of MIPv6 protocols, HMIPv6 also contributes to
performance benefits in heterogeneous wireless networks. To study the performance metrics
related to mobility and traffic of various MIPv6 protocols, authors in [8], proposes a new
analytical evaluation model. Performance metrics like signaling overhead cost, packet delivery
cost, handoff latency and packet loss are analyzed in this work. Numerical results show that Fast
handover for HMIPv6 (F-HMIPv6) improves the handover latency and packet loss than other
protocols, while HMIPv6 improves the signaling overhead cost and buffer space requirement
compared to other protocols.
To deploy the host based protocols like MIPv6, FMIPv6, and HMIPv6, mobile host needs to
equip with the support of these protocols in their operating system. And also one of the severe
drawbacks of these host based mobility management protocols is that mobile host need to be
involved in the protocol operations during the handover time, which causes more signaling
overhead and handover latency. So, during the year 2007-2008, the network mobility group
(NEMO) from IETF standardized the network based mobility management protocol i.e. PMIPv6
[9]. Now the research is addressed towards enhancing the network based mobility management
protocols and their study. A comparison between PMIPv6 and FMIPv6 is done in [10], where
authors evaluated in terms of handoff latency, handoff interruption time, and expected number of
dropped packets per handoff. They conclude that for faster radio access technologies in terms of
handoff interruption time, FMIPv6 in predictive mode is better than MIPv6 and PMIPv6 is almost
similar to reactive based FMPv6. However for slower radio access technologies PMPv6 is better
than FMIPv6 in reactive mode. Because of advantages of network based mobility, PMIPv6 based
mobility support is proposed even in intelligent transportation systems [11] such as in
aeronautical telecommunications network. In [12], Pre-binding update scheme is proposed for
seamless handover in PMIPv6 domains. This method reduces the handover latency to the very
low value using proactive signaling scheme.
As next generation wireless mobile network is envisioned to be of seamless in nature, the
PMIPv6 based technologies are expected to be deployed. In the PMIPv6 domain, the capacity of
LMA is very high to host millions of mobility sessions. In this domain, each MAG has to send a
unique binding update request for each associated mobility session even when there is no change
in session state. These periodic binding update messages consume significant amount of network
resources at both LMA and MAG. So it needs an optimal solution to efficiently use the network
resources while performing the binding update procedures at both the entities. So the IETF has
standardized an extension to PMIPv6 signaling to perform binding update/registration operations
on a bulk basis using mobile node group identifier option [13]. Even though PMIPv6 provides
less handover latency and signaling overhead than MIPv6 systems, the signaling over head
caused by periodic binding updates for each mobility session in the PMIPv6 based networks is
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typically unacceptable in intelligent transportation systems due to their network mobility in
nature. This causes a more signaling overhead which ultimately leads to inefficient network
utilization. Throughout the paper the acronyms used are as given in Table 1.The rest of the paper
is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly discusses the related work and section 3 discusses the
proposed bulk binding approach for ITS; Section 4 contains the performance analysis and its
numerical results and finally Section 5 concludes this paper.

2. RELATED WORK
2.1 NBS
A mobile network is a group of nodes connected to the internet through common gateway, known
as mobile router. A mobile router has a unique Home Address (HoA) registered at the Home
Agent (HA). The HoA is configured from a prefix advertised by its HA where this prefix can be
advertised on the home link or delegated to the MR. MR can have more than one HoA if there are
multiple prefixes in the home link. As the MR is moving away from the home link and attaches to
a new access router (AR), it
Table 1. Acronyms [12]
Acronym
AAA
AR
BA
BU
CN
CoA
DAD
HA
HAMR
HNP
HoA
IETF
ITS
LFN
LMA
LMAMR
MAG
MN
MNN
MNP
MR
MR-ID
NBS
NEMO
NS
PBA
PBU

Definition
Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting
Access Router
Binding Acknowledgement
Binding Update
Correspondent Node
Care-of Address
Duplicate Address Detection
Home Agent
Home Agent for Mobile Router
Home Network Prefix
Home Address
Internet Engineering Task Force
Intelligent Transportation System
Local Fixed Node
Local Mobility Anchor
Local Mobility Anchor for Mobile Router
Mobile Access Gateway
Mobile Node
Mobile Network Node
Mobile Network Prefix
Mobile Router
Mobile Router ID
NEMO Basic Support
NEtwork MObility
Neighbor Solicitation
Proxy Binding Acknowledgement
Proxy Binding Update
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RA
RO
RS
BRI
BRA
SBA

Router Advertisement
Route Optimization
Router Solicitation
Binding Revocation Indication
Binding Revocation Advertisement
Session to Mobility Ratio

obtains the Care-of Address (CoA) from the new link. As soon as the MR acquires a CoA, it
sends a binding update (BU) to its HA. When the home agent receives this BU request, the HA
creates a binding cache entry for the MR's home address to its Care-of address. Upon accepting
BU request with the mobile router flag (R) set, the HA sets up forwarding for all prefixes owned
by the MR. Then the HA sends back to the MR, a binding acknowledgement (BA) with mobile
router flag set.
After completing the binding update process, a bidirectional tunnel is established between the HA
and the MR. The tunnel endpoints are the Home Agent's address and Mobile Router's Care-of
Address. If a packet is received from the mobile network addressed to the mobile network prefix
(MNP), the MR reverse-tunnels the packet to the HA through this tunnel. For the traffic
originated by the MR itself, the mobile router can use either reverse tunneling or route
optimization (RO). Here we considered the NBS without RO for our analysis purpose due to
simplicity. The MR and HA can run a routing protocol through the bi-directional tunnel where
this bidirectional tunnel must be treated as tunnel interface. The tunnel interface is included in the
list of interfaces on which routing protocol is active. When MR is away from home link and
connected to new link, the MR should be configured not to send any routing protocol messages
on its egress interface. The signaling flow diagram for NBS based ITS system is explained in Fig.
1 where the mobile node is replaced with mobile router with group of local fixed nodes (LFN)
and HA with home agent for MR (HAMR). LFN is a node connected to the gateway and does not
have its own mobility capacity.
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Figure 1. NEMO Basic Support (NBS)

2.2 PMIPv6
Mobility support in MIPv6 requires the client functionality in IPv6 stack of mobile nodes. In this
regard, a lot of signaling messages need to be exchanged between the mobile node and its home
agent, and also it is required to maintain the binding information between the home address and
the care-off address. Network based mobility is a solution which removes the mobile node
involvement in mobility signaling messages and binding update, Instead, proxy agents in
networks do the mobility management on behalf of the mobile host. One such solution of network
based mobility is the PMIPv6. The NEMO basic support is also being extended within PMIPv6
[14]. The signaling flow diagram of PMIPv6 during handover interruption time is explained in
Fig. 2 where local mobility anchor (LMA) is represented as LMA for mobile router (LMAMR) and
the mobile node is replaced with mobile router (MR) with group of local fixed nodes (LFN).
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Figure 2. PMIPv6 for ITS
Two of the key components in PMIPv6 are mobile access gateway (MAG) and LMA. MAG
handles all of the mobility related signaling for a mobile node that is attached to the access point,
where it is also responsible for keeping track of the movements of the mobile node within the
network. The functionality of LMA is similar to that of the home agent in MIPv6. It is
responsible for managing the mobile node's binding state. When the mobile node enters the proxy
mobile IPv6 domain, the mobile access gateway in that domain identifies the mobile node and
determines whether the mobile node is authorized for the service or not [15]. Once the mobile
node is authorized for network based mobility service, it can obtain home network prefixes
(HNP), the default router address on that access link, and other related configuration parameters
by using any of the address configuration mechanisms to move in that proxy mobile IPv6 domain.
Once the router solicitation (RS) messages comes from the mobile node after attaching to the
access link in a specific proxy mobile IPv6 domain, the MAG sends a proxy binding update
(PBU) message to the LMA regarding the current location of the mobile node. Then the LMA
sends the proxy binding acknowledgement (PBA) message, including the HNP, to the MAG.
Now, the MAG sends a router advertisement (RA) on the access link of the mobile node. After
receiving the router advertisement (RA) messages, the mobile node configures its interface using
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either state-full or stateless address configuration mechanisms. After address configuration, the
mobile node will be having one or more HNP at the current point of attachment to the MAG. The
MAG and LMA also will be able to route the traffic through the bi-directional tunnel created as
explained above.

3. BULK BINDING UPDATE
IETF has standardized an extension to PMIPv6 signaling to perform binding update/registration
operations on a bulk basis using mobile node group identifier option [13]. There are two possible
use cases of these group identifiers as follows:
1) Mobile access gateway (MAG) sends a single proxy binding update (PBU) message for a
group of mobility sessions identified by a group identifier. Upon accepting the request from the
MAG, the local mobility anchor (LMA) updates the lifetime of all the mobility sessions identified
by the group identifier.
2) After detecting the failure of a specific service card, a LMA, or MAG can revoke all the
mobility sessions by a common group identifier that are hosted on that service card.
Bulk binding update group is a group of mobility sessions that are part of the same logical group
using a common group identifier. This bulk binding group is maintained by both MAG and LMA.
These bulk binding update group identifiers are exchanged as part of the initial mobility session
creation. The mobility entities then perform the operations related to binding update such as life
time extension and revocation operations on an entire bulk binding update group.

3.1 Operation
While the mobile node (Mobile network with MR) is moving, the new MAG can detect it's
presence on its access link, then the MAG can request the LMA to assign a bulk binding update
group identifier for the mobile node's mobility session by setting the B flag in the proxy binding
update (PBU) message. MAG also assigns the bulk binding update group identifier to the mobile
node group identifier option. After accepting the PBU request, the LMA assigns the mobility
session to a specific bulk binding update group and returns this identifier to MAG using the proxy
binding acknowledge (PBA) message by setting a B flag to 1. Once the bulk binding update
group identifiers are exchanged, the LMA and the MAG can perform binding operations on these
groups which means the MAG can extend the lifetime of all the mobility sessions that are part of
a group by sending a single PBU message. Similarly, the LMA also can revoke all the mobility
sessions that are part of a group identified by the mobile node group identifier option. The
signaling flow diagram of bulk binding update based PMIPv6 during handover interruption time
is explained in Fig. 3 where local mobility anchor (LMA) is represented as LMA for mobile
router (LMAMR) and the mobile node is replaced with mobile router (MR) with group of local
fixed nodes (LFN). Here the MR serves a network as a common gateway for the group of LFNs.
The detailed operation of the bulk binding update procedure is explained in the Fig. 3 with the
following steps.
Preliminary steps:
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performs deregistration process at LMA for the MR1. Then MAG waits for the registration of
MR1 through MAG2.
2) L2 handover process is performed for MR1 and then MR1 will be attached to MAG2.
3) The authentication procedure will be performed at the MAG2 for the MR1 using popular
diameter/radius protocol mechanism.
These preliminary steps are also performed for the MR2, and MR3. After performing these
preliminary steps for MR1, MR2, and MR3, the bulk binding update process is started at MAG2
as explained in the following steps.
Step1-2: upon detecting the attachment to the access link, the MAG assigns the MR1 to a group
M1 and the group identifier is assigned by including it in the mobile node group identifier option
in the PBU message.
Step3: after accepting the PBU message from MAG, the LMA creates a specific mobility session
and assigns to a group L1 and sends PBA message back to MAG. LMA also updates the binding
cache entry to include the bulk binding update group identifier presented by the MAG (i.e. M1)
and LMA (i.e. L1).
Steps 4-5: upon receiving the PBA, the MAG also updates the binding cache entry for the
mobility session by using M1, L1 identifiers. Now both MAG and LMA are aware of the group
identifiers for the MR1.
Steps 6-10: Now MR2 will be participated in the bulk binding update process to exchange the
group identifiers such as M1, L1. Here, the MR2 is also assigned to the same MAG's bulk
binding update group M1 and LMA's bulk binding update group L1. Now MAG and LMA are
also aware of MR2's mobility session group identifiers.
Steps 11-15: Now MR3 will be participated in the bulk binding update process to exchange the
group identifiers such as M2, L1. Here, the MR3 is assigned to a MAG's bulk binding update
group identifier M2 and LMA's bulk binding update group identifier L1. Now at this point MAG
treats MR1, and MR2 as group M1 and MR3 as group M2. Whereas LMA treats the MR1, MR2,
and MR3 as group L1. Now both the entities can perform the bulk binding operations on a group
of mobility sessions identified by the respective bulk binding update group identifier.
Steps 16-19: the MAG sends a PBU message for extending the lifetime of all the mobility
sessions identified by the group identifier M1. Upon accepting the PBU, the LMA will update the
lifetimes of both MR1, and MR2 in the binding cache entries.
Steps 20-23: The LMA decides to revoke all mobility sessions that are part of the group L1. So, it
sends a binding revocation indication (BRI) message with the bulk binding update group
identifier (L1). Upon accepting the BRI message, the MAG revokes all the MR1, MR2, and MR3
mobility sessions, which are part of the bulk binding update group identifier L1, and sends a
binding revocation acknowledgement (BRA) message.
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4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Performance analysis of proposed method is done with the analytical model proposed in [11]
where the authors focused mainly upon the IP-layer traffic cost and handover latency and also
assumed the case of implicit mode for both protocols (NBS, and PMIPv6). We extended the
performance analysis study with the proposed bulk binding update based PMIPv6 for ITS. From
[11], the summary of the assumptions is given below:
1)The sessions are arriving to the mobile router (MR) in poisson distribution with a mean rate of
λS and the length of session is determined with fixed size packets.
2)It is considered M/M/1 queuing model for the packet service delay DP, which is a sum of
processing delay and transmission delay.
DP =

1
(1 − ρ ) × µ P

Where ρ =

λP
.
µP

3)The propagation delay for wired link Dα is considered as the ratio between physical distance
between entities d and the propagation speed Ψ and for wireless link Dβ is assumed to be 1 µs.
4)It is also assumed that there is no message transmission failure other than in wireless link and
also wired link is robust with packet loss during the processing.
5)Link dwell time of the mobile router is assumed to be of general distribution with mean value
of

1

µL

. If the probability density function is given as f L* (t ) , then Laplace transform is given by
∞

f L* ( s ) =

∫e

− st

f L* (t ) dt .

t =0

6) For NL number of link changes during inter-session time interval, the probability that mobile
router moves across K links is given by Pr[ N L = K ] = α ( K ) . Here the α (0) = 1 −

1 − ( f L* (λS ))
and
Sσ

α ( K ≥ 1) =

1
× (1 − ( f L* (λS )) 2 ) × ( f L* (λS )) 2 where Sσ is the session to mobility ratio (SMR) [16] and
Sσ

is given by

λS
.
µL

7) Suppose n nodes out of total N are participating in bulk binding update process and these
nodes are belonging to a common group, then the probability that the mobile router of this group
contribute to the total signaling overhead is given by pg. Here the pg=

n
.
N
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The summary of notations used in analysis is given in Table 2 [11]. The signaling cost is defined
as the mobility signaling overhead incurred during a handover registration. Signaling cost is
X
denoted for protocol X as CLU
and location update cost as LUX. The packet tunneling overhead
due to the proposed method is same as PMIPv6 based method proposed in [11, 17], we omitted
the packet tunneling cost analysis in this paper. The signaling overhead using the bulk binding
update procedure for PMIPv6 based ITS is pg times than that for PMIPv6 based ITS with the
extra location update overhead of BRI, and BRA. Signaling cost is given for all the protocols
including for proposed bulk binding approach as follows [11].
∞

NBS
CLU
= [∑ (
i =1

LU NBS =

i
) × (1 − ( f L* (λS )) 2 ) × (( f L* (λS ))i −1 )] × LU NBS
Sσ

pf
1− pf

∞

PMIPv 6
LU

C

= [∑ (
i =1

× H MR − AR × ( Sbu + Sba ) + H AR − HAMR × ( Sbu + Sba )

i
) × (1 − ( f L* (λS ))2 ) × (( f L* (λS ))i −1 )] × LU PMIPv6
Sσ

LU PMIPv6 = 2 × HMAG − LMAMR × (S pbu + S pba )

∞

PMIPv6 with Bulk Binding
CLU
= pg ×[∑(
i =1

LU

PMIPv6 with Bulk Binding

i
) × (1− ( fL* (λS ))2 ) × (( fL* (λS ))i −1 )]× LU PMIPv6 wih Bulk Binding
Sσ

= 2× HMAG−LMAMR × (Spbu + Spba ) + HMAG−LMAMR × (Sbri + Sbra )

Handover latency is defined as the time elapses from the moment when the L2 handover starts to
the moment when the mobile router receives the first packet [12]. The handover latency for a
particular protocol X is defined as LXHO [12] and is given as follows.
NBS
NBS
LNBS
where, TWRS is uniformly distributed in the
HO = TL 2 + TAU + TWRS + TMD + TDAD + TLU + TP
interval [0, MAX_RTR_SOLICITATION_DELAY].
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TMD = TRS + TRA
TRS = TRA =

pf

NBS
TLU
+ TPNBS =

TBA =

pf

pf
1− pf

× H MR − AR × ( DP + Dβ ) + H AR − HAMR × ( DP + Dα ) + max(TBA , TPNBS )

× H MR − AR × ( DP + Dβ ) + H AR − HAMR × ( DP + Dα )

1− pf

TPNBS = τ ×

× H MR − AR × ( DP + Dβ )

1− pf

pf
1− pf

× H MR − AR × ( DP + Dβ ) + H AR − HAMR × ( DP + Dα )

6
PMIPv 6
LPMIPv
= TL 2 + T AU + TWRS + TRS + TLU
+ TPPMIPv 6
HO

TRS =

pf
1− pf

× H MR − MAG × ( D P + D β )

PMIPv 6
TLU
+ TPPMIPv 6 = H MAG − LMAMR × ( D P + Dα ) + max(TPBA , TPPMIPv 6 )

TPBA = H MAG − LMAMR × ( D P + Dα )
TPPMIPv 6 =

pf
1− pf

× H MR − MAG × ( D P + D β ) + τ × [ H MAG − LMAMR × ( D P + Dα )]

6 Bulk Binding
PMIPv6 Bulk Binding
LPMIPv
=TL2 +TAU +TWRS +TRS +TLU
+TPPMIPv6 Bulk Binding
HO
PMIPv6 Bulk Binding
TLU
+TPPMIPv6 Bulk Binding = (HMAG−LMAMR + 2)×(DP + Dα ) + max(TPBA,TPPMIPv6 Bulk Binding )

TRS =

pf
1− pf

×HMR−MAG ×(DP + Dβ )

TPBA = HMAG−LMAMR ×(DP + Dα )
TPPMIPv6 Bulk Binding =

pf
1− pf

×HMR−MAG ×(DP + Dβ ) +τ ×[HMAG−LMAMR ×(DP + Dα )]
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Parameter values used for numerical analysis are given in Table 3 [12]. A relation between
signalling cost and number of link changes (NL) is shown in Fig. 4, from the Fig. 4, it has been
observed that as the NL increases, the signalling cost increases linearly. Because, while the MR
moves during inter-session time interval, if the number of link changes increases, the location
binding update messages also increases for keeping track of MR. In NBS, the signalling overhead
is effected by the wireless link failure probability (pf) because MR has to participate in the
mobility signalling. So, in this mechanism, for pf of 0.5 the signalling overhead is more than that
for pf of 0.1 as NL is varying from 1 to 8.
Whereas, in the PMIPv6 based mechanism, the signaling overhead is same for both pf=0.1 and
0.5. This is due to the network based mobility management where the network entities such as
MAG and LMA participates in the mobility signaling on behalf of MR. However, the signaling
overhead caused by the PMIPv6 based approach is higher than NBS mechanism due to double
location update overhead. So, in our proposed bulk binding update method, the signaling
overhead can be reduced on bulk basis registration by grouping the MRs based on their group ID.
As well as, the proposed mechanism does not affected by the wireless link failure probability due
to the same PMIPv6. However, as pg increases, the signaling cost increases even worse than
PMIPv6 while not effecting with pf. As shown in Fig. 4(a), for pg

Table 2. Notations [12]
Notification
HX-Y
Sbu
Sba
Spbu
Spba
Sbri
Sbra
τ
pf
pg
TL2
TAU
TWRS
TRS
TRA
TDAD
TNBSLU
TNBSP
TPMIPv6LU
TPMIPv6P
TPMIPv6 Bulk Binding LU
TPMIPv6 Bulk BindingP

Definition
Average number of hops between X and Y
Size of BU message in NBS
Size of BA message in NBS
Size of PBU message in PMIPv6
Size of PBA message in PMIPv6
Size of BRI message in bulk binding based PMIPv6
Size of BRI message in bulk binding based PMIPv6
Tunneling weight factor
Wireless link failure probability
Probability that the mobile router within group contribute to the total
signaling overhead
Link-layer handover latency
Authentication latency
Random delay for sending initial RS message by the MR
Arrival delay of RS message sent from the MR to the MAG
Arrival delay of the RA message sent from the MAG to the MR
Duplicate address detection delay
Delay of NBS's handover registration
Arrival delay of the first packet from HAMR to the MR
Delay of PMIPv6's handover registration
Arrival delay of the first packet from LMAMR to the MR
Delay of bulk binding based PMIPv6's handover registration
Arrival delay of the first packet from LMAMR to the MR in the bulk
binding based approach
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Table 3. Parameter values [12]
Parameter
HMR-AR=HMR-MAG
H AR-HAMR =H MAG-LMAMR

Value
1
3

Sbu
Sba
Spbu=Spba
Shd
τ
pf
nt
TL2
TAU
MAX_RTR_SOLICITATION_DELAY
TDAD
Sσ
λP
ρ
d
Ψ

72 bytes
52 bytes
76 bytes
40 bytes
[1.0, 1.5]
[0.1, 0.5]
5
45.53 ms
550 ms
1000 ms
500 ms
[0.01, 10]
50 packets/sec
0.1
1000 m
2×108 m/s

(a) Signaling cost versus NL with pg=0.2

(b) Signaling cost versus NL with pg=0.4

7000

7000

NBS, pf =0.1

NBS, pf =0.1
6000

PMIPv6, pf =0.1
PMIPv6 with Bulk Binding, pf =0.1

5000

6000

PMIPv6, pf =0.1

5000

PMIPv6 with Bulk Binding, pf =0.1
NBS, pf =0.5

NBS, pf =0.5
4000

4000

PMIPv6 with Bulk Binding, pf =0.5

3000

2000

1000

1000
0
1

2

3

PMIPv6 with Bulk Binding,pf =0.5

3000

2000
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Figure 4. Signaling cost (CLU) versus number of link changes (NL) in comparison with NBS,
pf=0.1; NBS, pf=0.5; PMIPv6, pf=0.1; PMIPv6, pf=0.5; Bulk Binding PMIPv6, pf=0.1; Bulk
Binding PMIPv6, pf=0.5; (a) pg=0.2 (b) (a) pg=0.4 (a) pg=0.6 (a) pg=0.8.
of 0.2, the signaling cost of proposed approach is better than NBS, and PMIPv6. And from the
Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 4(c), for pg of 0.4 and 0.6, the signaling cost the proposed approach is better
than PMIPv6 but worse than NBS. From Fig 4(d), for pg of 0.8, the proposed approach is even
worse than PMIPv6. So, selecting pg is an implementation issue where the mobile routers are to
be grouped in such a manner to reduce the overall signaling overhead.
From the Fig. 5(a), a handover latency performance is observed for NBS, PMIPv6, and the
proposed mechanism where the proposed mechanism is almost nearly the same as PMIPv6 and
less than that for NBS. This is because, in NBS, the MR has to participate in mobility
management signaling. Due to this large handover delay in NBS, this method is unacceptable for
real time applications. From the expanded version of Fig. 5(b), it is has been observed that the
proposed approach have more handover delay than PMIPv6. However, the delay difference is in
the order of micro seconds which is due to the extra processing delay occurred for the grouping
involved at the mobility management entities. So, we can strongly argue that the proposed bulk
binding based PMIPv6 approach for intelligent transportation systems improves the performance
in terms of signaling overhead while maintaining the less handover latency.
(a) Handover latency versus τ

(b) Handover latency versus τ (Expanded version)
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Figure 5. Handover Latency (LHO) versus τ in comparison with NBS, pf=0.1; NBS, pf=0.5;
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5. CONCLUSION
The NEMO basic support (NBS) is adopted as mobility management protocols for moving
networks. Due to the mobile router (MR) involvement in mobility management signaling, the
signaling overhead and handover latency is unacceptable resulting in high packet loss and more
retransmissions. So, PMIPv6 based solutions improve the performance of handover latency than
NBS by eliminating MR involvement in mobility management. However the performance of
signaling overhead caused by the simple PMIPv6 based solution is unacceptable. The extension
of bulk binding update procedure for simple PMIPv6 based solution for ITS is explained with the
signaling flow diagrams in this paper. The conducted numerical results show the improved
handover performance in terms of signaling overhead and handover latency than NBS, and simple
PMIPv6 methods.
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